
Topic 11: Implied Political Freedoms (Freedom of Political Communication) 
 
Introduction:  
➢ [P] may argue that [law] represents an unconstitutional burden on his/her IFPC and therefore should 

be invalid.  
➢ There is bill of rights and since ACTV and Nationwide, HCA has recognized IFPC and is implied from 

the text and structure of the Constitution in ss.7,24, 64 and 128. The source of this is from the 
wordings of “directly chosen by the people” which is said not to occur unless the people are 
informed & can freely discuss policies (McHugh in Lange). However, IFPC is not an individual right 
therefore it is only a limit on [CTH/ STATE’S] legislative ability. ‘Coleman’   

 
Scope of IFPC:  
➢ Lange 2 step test will assist in determine whether [P]’s conduct fall within the scope of the IFPC. 

  
1. Does law effectively burden political communication?  
➢ [P] will argue that [LAW] effectively burdens freedom of communication about government or 

political matters either in its terms, operation or effect. ‘Lange’  
➢ What is [P]’s conduct? 

 
a)   Political Communication:  

➢ Lange test that the IFPC only extends to protect “the ability of people” to communicate with other in 
respect to matters that could:  

• Affect their choice in federal elections or constitutional referenda; or  

• Shed light into the performance of federal ministers and the conduct of the executive or 
federal ministers.    

o Lawyers advertising is NOT political speech. APLA v Legal Services  
Will shed light into the government/ executive and motives and be considered as political communication  

Discussion of the conduct, politics, fitness for office of government, political parties, public bodies, public 
officer’s and those seeking public office.  

Theophanous 

Discussion of the political views and public conduct of person who are engage in activities that have become 
the subject of political debates, e.g. trade union leaders, Aboriginal political leader, political and economic 
commentator.  

Theophanous 

Discussion on State and territory matter given the nationalization of political parties, States economic 
dependence on the Commonwealth and the integration of social, economic and political concern.   

Lange; Union  

Political communication includes insulting/ emotional outburst about Ministers, public servants and statutory 
authorities and public utilities which are obliged to report to the legislature or to minister responsible.  
Insulting speech in public sphere.  

Coleman  

Discussion/ insults of conduct of State police officers can shed light on Australian Federal government given 
State police enforce both State and Federal Laws, offences can disqualify person from being member of 
parliament and may affect our views on ministers for Justices, AG and Customs ministers.  

Coleman  

Discussion of matters concerning New Zealand was held to throw light on Australian federal government matter 
given geography, history and constitutional trading agreements.  

Lange 

Discussion of matters relating to Aboriginals and indigenous affairs, including perceived injustices, and involved 
discussions about the government or political matter.  

Wotton  

Parole conditions restricted ability to attend public meetings & give media interviews was a burden on political 
communication as it prevents people from discussing politics.  

Wotton  

Law restricting funds and donation to political parties is a burden to political communication as parties could 
not advertise and this would have an effect on political preferences.    

Union v NSW 

Sending hate mail and expressing views on dead soldiers’ conduct can influence our political views  Monis  



b) Communication:  
➢ [P]’s form of communication will clearly come within the scope of IFPC. As ACTV all forms of 

commination are within the scope of IFPC.   

• Signs, symbols, gestures, images: ‘McHugh J in Levy’  

• Non-verbal conduct: ‘Brennan J in Levy’ 

• Lifting a flag in a battle, raising a hand against advancing task, wearing symbols of dissent, 
participating in a silent vigil, public prayer, turning around from a speaker, boycotting a big 
public event: ‘Kirby J in Levy’ 

• Letter or written communication: ‘Monis’  
 
On the facts, [LAW] does effectively burden political communication because it infringes on [P]’s ability 
to communicate on matters that might affect people’s choice in elections and throw lights on 
government. Therefore [LAW] is prima facia invalid.  
 
2. Is the burden valid?  

• The [STATE/CTH Act] will be permitted if it is reasonably appropriate and adapted to a legitimate 
end [in a manner] compatible with maintaining the Constitutional aims of representative and 
responsible government. ‘Lange amended by Coleman McHugh J’ 

• Look at the ends of the law and the means of achieving the law (are they consistent with the 
system of responsible and representative government).    

 
a) Legitimate Ends under the notion of responsible and representative government.  

• Consider the merits in the objective of the government in limiting political communication 
• Very rare would the court find an illegitimate end. 

Legitimate Ends Authority  
Improving the quality of political debate and reducing campaign expenses and reliance of political donations. 
(by limiting TV & radio advertising)  

ACTV 

Protection of the authority (rights) of the Industrial Relations Commissions and its commissioners. (The IRC 
was a judicial body)  

Nationwide  

Protecting the authority of law and respect for law is a legitimate end  Nationwide  

Quality control of migration advice  Cunliffe  

Public safety: preventing on entering hunting site without license, prevent people from being shot 
accidentally.  

Levy   

Protection and facilitation of the voting system in Australia and the valid way to vote Langer  

Protection of public order and peace in public: prevention of pubic disorder via hate speech.  Coleman  

Fulfillment of penal policies (need to consider community safety).  Wotton  

Preventing obstruction of roads and protecting safety/ comfort of people in public areas from harassment.  A-G for SA 

Protecting the reputation and people’s life especially of the government figures from false and defamation 
was a legitimate end.  

Lange, 
Stephens 

Reduction in possibility of undue or corrupt influence (not legitimate means as no evidences found)  Unions NSW 

Reducing corruption in elections by banning all property developer donations.  McCloy  

 


